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13/93 Marine Parade, Redcliffe, Qld 4020

Bedrooms: 2 Bathrooms: 2 Parkings: 2 Area: 125 m2 Type: Unit

Danny Mailer

0738975000

Matthew Smith

0401545155
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https://realsearch.com.au/danny-mailer-real-estate-agent-from-lj-hooker-redcliffe-4
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For Sale

Experience the epitome of coastal living with this stunning two-bedroom, two-bathroom waterfront unit at 13/93 Marine

Parade, Redcliffe, QLD, 4020. This elegant property provides a rare blend of low maintenance lifestyle and breathtaking

water views, perfect for all types of buyers seeking a tranquil retreat.Sprawled across a generous 125 square metres,

every inch of this unit has been designed to maximise comfort and the picturesque surroundings. The open-plan living and

dining area, adorned with large windows, allows natural light to flood in and offers uninterrupted views of the azure

waters, ensuring a serene backdrop to your daily activities.Both bedrooms are well-appointed, with the master suite

boasting its own en-suite bathroom, ensuring privacy and convenience. The modern kitchen, equipped with high-quality

appliances, is perfect for preparing gourmet meals or a quick brunch before heading out to the vibrant Sunday Markets,

located just a stone's throw away.This property includes two secure parking spaces, eliminating any parking woes and

adding an extra layer of security for residents. Additionally, the unit's prime location means you are within walking

distance to local cafes, shops, and amenities, making the most of Redcliffe's relaxed lifestyle.Imagine sipping your morning

coffee on the balcony as the gentle sea breeze whispers by, or taking a leisurely stroll along the waterfront after dinner.

This low maintenance apartment is not just a home; it's a sanctuary where every day feels like a holiday.Don't miss the

opportunity to own this slice of paradise. Whether you're a professional, downsizer, or simply seeking a sea change, this

unit at Marine Parade is sure to impress.


